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Abstract
Social media is becoming more and more 
important and thus, online and offline bullying as 
well as violence between children and teenagers 
can be observed as an effect of the growing 
influence of the online communities . 1  As 
Jacobs (2015) states, “worldwide, between 20% 
and 40% of adolescents are the victim of 
cyberbullying”2. In the Netherlands specifically 
“this percentage lies around 20%”.2
Because bullying is such a current problem, the 
matter has been receiving attention from the 
government as well as the industry itself.1
Social norms are a pivotal force in terms of 
bullying and youth violence. Social norms is the 
perceived truth about how people are supposed 
to act or look. These norms “allow individuals to 
justify bullying simply because a peer is not part 
of the same group.”3
Social media is often used to depict an altered 
state of life. As Haziq (2019) quotes from Ervin 
Goffman’s book The Presentation of Self in 
Everyday Life (1959): “We are constantly trying 
to set ourselves in the best light that is favorable 
to us”4 . This reflects perfectly to today’s times, 
where everyone uses Instagram, Facebook or 
similar platforms – sharing their perfect lives.
Exactly this perfected presentation of one’s self 
alters social norms and expectations people 
have from others and themselves, which leads 
to a facilitation of violence, especially in forms 
of (cyber)bullying. For bullies, it is easy to spot 
who falls outside of the norm that is constantly 
presented to them.

Henceforth, the client wishes to create a 
product, in the form of a game, that spreads 
awareness and even prevents bullying in both 
– online and offline spaces. According to the 
client, there is only limited evidence regarding 
the impact on social norms caused by certain 
online content and polarizing information. So, 
with the limited research that is done, own data 
sources have to be found in order to help with 
the improvement against (cyber)bullying.1
The game to be created is supposed to 
resonate with learning disabled teenagers. This 
is because these teenagers do not always know 
how to get control over their emotions and are 
more prone to being a victim of bullying.5
This can lead to different types of copying 
behaviour, but also leads to depression and 
other mental disorders, in the worst case.6
In general, bullying is very complex. While the 
bully nowadays is often predicted as the bad 
guy it will be necessary to establish a different 
kind of perspective around the bully and the 
bullied. Oftentimes, teeangers arent aware that 
they are bullying someone, whereas others may 
not notice they are being bullied. 
It is necessary to develop a tool for teachers, 
social work and other authorities that sheds 
light upon all sides of (cyber)bullying and how 
it impacts the life of the bully and the bullied. 
Furthermore, it is supposed to show how to 
prevent bullying and how to put a stop to it.
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Preface
There is a lot of information about bullying and how to prevent it. There is not a lot of information 
about the complexity of bullying and cyberbullying. Especially for kids with mental disabilities 
(learning disabilities), the complexity isn’t clear. With a game for these youngsters the client wants to 
create more awareness and a call to action to act when these situations occur in their lives. This game 
can be used for educational purposes by teachers and parents as well.

During the project we will be working together with different people. The project is initiated by Ines 
Schell-Kiehl, Timothy Kariotis, and Jeroen Linsen; the clients of the project. 
Ines Schell-Kiehl is a teacher of social work at Saxion. She is also working on research about bullying 
and especially cyberbullying. Ines started to research about cyberbullying and children with a learning 
disability. She is the catalyst for the ‘’bullying game’’ project. 
 Timothy Kariotis is a Ph.D. engineering graduate at the University of Melbourne. He has 
studied ethics and technology. He has done a lot of research on social work. He is very invested in the 
research part of the project. 
 Jeroen Linsen is a teacher at Saxion. He is a consultant for the project and focuses mostly on 
data and data gathering for the game. 
 The clients and the group will keep in contact via email. When there are project updates we will 
inform the clients via email. When there is a reason to show something we will set up a meeting with 
the clients via Teams. 
The tutor during this project is Hester van der Ent. Hester is a teacher at Saxion. She will help and 
consult the project group and answer any questions the project group has or when there are any 
problems.
 Hester would like to be very involved with the progress of the project. The team will have a 
progress meeting with Hester once a week. We will inform Hester on the work we have done and what 
is the goal for the coming week. 
 
The students in this group project are, Max Bischoff, Selima Heister, Annemieke Muis, Shauntae Jones, 
Erika Batarunaite, Kevin Sens, Luuk oude Vrielink, Charlotte Hoff and Joep Wijnands. All students 
are Creative media and Game technologies students except for Charlotte, she is a Creative business 
student. 
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Concepts
UI
UI stands for “user interface”. The user interface design is the process designers use to build 
interfaces in computerized devices, where they focus on the looks or style. The main goal is aiming on 
a design that users think is easy to use and pleasurable. UI design refers to the graphical user 
interface (GUI) and other forms -e.g., voice-controlled interfaces. (interaction-design.org, 2020)

UX
Ux stands for “user experience”. The user experience design is the process design teams use to create 
products that provide meaningful and relevant experiences to the users. This involves the design of 
the entire process of acquiring and integrating the product, aspects of design, branding, usability and 
functions.
(interaction-design.org, 2020)

“No product is an island. A product is more than the product. It is a cohesive, integrated set of 
experiences. Think through all of the stages of a product or service – from initial intentions through 
final reflections, from first usage to help, service, and maintenance. Make them all work together 
seamlessly.”
(Don Norman, inventor of the term “User Experience”)

LD
“LD stands for learning disabilities. Learning disabilities, or learning disorders, are an umbrella term for 
a wide variety of learning problems. A learning disability is not a problem with intelligence or motivation. 
Kids with learning disabilities aren’t lazy or dumb. In fact, most are just as smart as everyone else. Their 
brains are simply wired differently. This difference affects how they receive and process information.” 
(Kemp, Smith, and Segal, Ph.D., 2019)
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1.1 Reason
The graduation research will be conducted for the University of Melbourne and Saxion University 
of Applied Research. They are searching for new ways to create awareness against the complexity 
of  bullying and cyberbullying from and against mental disabled youngsters. These youngsters live 
with learning disabilities (LD), and study at special schools. The client wants to know what causes 
bullying and which strategies could be used to mitigate the behaviour. There is limited evidence as to 
how different online content, especially global versus local misinformation, and polarizing information 
impacts these norms and their associated role in youth violence. The client wants to know how to 
reach these youngsters and the best way to approach them. The client wants to have a game that 
creates more awareness about bullying and cyber-bullying for mental disabled youngsters. This 
game should be web-based and include the connection towards social media and cyberbullying. 
With the found information and research we want to create a game that will inform the youngsters 
and teachers the effects of bullying and cyberbullying in their own lives. The game is proposed to be 
played by the target-group that are the youngsters with learning disabilities. For further goals the 
client wants to look how it can be used in an educational way for these youngsters.

1.2 Preliminary problem definition
The client is looking for new ways to create a clearer view of the complexity around bullying and 
cyber-bullying. They want to create a game to create more awareness and a call to action for the 
youngsters with mental disabilities. The client wants to know what causes bullying and which 
strategies could be used to mitigate the behaviour. There is limited evidence as to how different online 
content, especially global versus local misinformation, and polarizing information impacts these 
norms and their associated role in youth violence. There are a lot of different aspects that could cause 
bullying. With the limited research that is done, we need to find our own data sources that help with 
the improvement against cyber bullying. 
 
These youngsters are the target of some bullies and don’t know how to react or behave in this 
situation. This is because these youngsters with mental disabilities do not always know how to get 
control over their emotions. This can lead to different types of copying behaviour, but also leads in 
worst cases to depressions. Bullying is very complex, and the bully is always the bad guy nowadays. 
There is a need for different types of perspective around the bully and the bullied. Bullies could live in 
a very complex situation that they can’t handle and their reactions to that certain situation could be 
bullying others to forget their own pain or situation. Therefore, the bully could also be the bullied.  
 
Research has proven that these mental challenged youngsters are bullying others as well. They don’t 
see the consequences of their actions and therefore we need to come with an educational way of 
teaching them what the effects of their behaviour could be doing to the kids they are bullying. Helping 
them and others to prevent and overcome bullying. 

With this game we want to show the damage that could be done to these youngsters by bullying or 
being bullied. Make a clearer view of just a little joke, and bullying. In some cases, the bully doesn’t 
even know he or she is the bully, because they don’t understand the effect of their actions. These 
actions could lead to serious cases of a variety of fears and depressions, or even worse.

1. Introduction
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The client wants a game that they can use with the youngsters with LD. With this game they want to 
create more awareness about the complex situation of bullying. Teaching them how to prevent 
bullying and online bullying in the future. 
There is limited evidence as to how different online content, especially global versus local 
misinformation, and polarizing information impacts these norms and their associated role in youth 
violence. There are a lot of different aspects that could cause bullying. With this project i will search 
for different approaches to find the cause of bullying and create more awareness about bullying to 
prevent it in the future. Bullying and cyberbullying causes big effects on the youngsters’ lives, and 
needs to stop. 
With the prototype that the client wants, the client can observe the bullying complexity with the target 
audience. They can see how the target audience will act in different situations of this problem. The 
prototype will help the client with their research about this topic, but it won’t solve the problem at first 
sight. This prototype will provide new knowledge and give a greater insight for the future possibilities 
to solve this problem. 
The client wants to get data from this prototype of an online bullying game, to use it for their own 
research and approach methods. The first problem that occurs in this research is an approachable 
game for the youngsters with LD. The prototype will have researched topics that help the target 
audience to understand the complexity of bullying. With the results that will be gathered, the client can 
go through with their research to a solution for this problem.
The client wants to test a prototype with social work students and give a presentation (mid-point) to 
test engagement in the process. It should be low viability for stakeholders, but this depends on the 
skill of the people working on the game. 

1.3 Problem definition  (Same as preliminary problem definition)
The client is looking for new ways to create a clearer view of the complexity around bullying and 
cyber-bullying. They want to create a game to create more awareness and a call to action for the 
youngsters with mental disabilities. The client wants to know what causes bullying and which 
strategies could be used to mitigate the behaviour. There is limited evidence as to how different 
online content, especially global versus local misinformation, and polarizing information impacts 
these norms and their associated role in youth violence. There are a lot of different aspects that could 
cause bullying. With the limited research that is done, we need to find our own data sources that help 
with the improvement against cyber bullying. 

1.4 Demarcation
During this graduation research the main focus is on the design aspect of the game. This implies that 
the game design and ideas will be created by the research that is provided during this process. The 
research will apply the elements that should be in the game to create a more understandable 
environment for the youngsters with LD. Technical aspects and content will not be included in this 
graduation report. But the technical aspects will be taken into account for this report.

1.5 Issue
There is limited evidence as to how different online content, especially global versus local 
misinformation, and polarizing information impacts these norms and their associated role in youth 
violence. There are a lot of different aspects that could cause bullying. A lot of information about 
bullying and cyberbullying is targeting all people. For this specific target audience, the evidence is 
even more limited.
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1.6 Goal
The main goal of this research is to create a prototype of a game that includes the complexity of 
cyber-bullying. The game should be playable for the youngsters with LD and will help them in the 
future if these youngsters encounter these situations. Making sure there is a reason for bullying and 
don’t point out that the bully is always the bad person in the situation.

1.7 Main- and subquestions
Main question:
Which requirements should a storytelling game for youngsters with (LD) consist of, to create more 
awareness and a call to action against bullying and cyberbullying?

Sub questions:
- What is Bullying?
- What are the cognitive abilities of mentally disabled youngsters with learning
  disabilities?
- What game design methods can be used for these youngsters with learning 
  disabilities?
- What is a good approach for children with LD?
- What are the games that these youngsters with LD play?
- What are the criteria to create a perfect form of storytelling for these 
   youngsters?

1.8 Research method
To create a good prototype, research needs to be done at first. This research will give answers 
to different aspects of the situation and game. This research is needed to map out the target 
audience, and the elements that the game should consist of. The provided information and 
results should be measured. That has to be researched as well. 

1.8.1 Deskresearch
Deskresearch is a research that is executed at your desk / working space. On the internet 
there will be searched for different kinds of information about certain topics. The information 
that is provided will be checked if it is reliable and not fake news. During the deskresearch 
there will be searched for answers on the sub questions stated above. The sources of the 
found information can be found under the topic “Sources”.

1.8.2 Interviews
Interviews with social workers, parents of youngsters with LD and teachers in special schools, 
will provide information and insights of these youngsters with LD. Speaking with these people 
will help in the research to get in touch with these youngsters. The youngsters themselves are 
harder to interview. An interview can be overwhelming and have to be guided very clearly by 
people with knowledge(teachers, parents and social-workers). During the COVID-19 crisis the 
interviews will be mostly online or in a Corona proof setting.
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1.8.3 Surveys
During this research surveys can give clearer information about the aspect of bullying. How do people 
look towards bullying and cyber-bullying? These surveys can be used as a wild goose technique to 
gather the information needed. This will be validated by the deskresearch that is done.

1.8.4 Prototyping / user tests
To get the best possible outcome of the game, there need be a lot of prototyping and testing with the 
target audience. If the tests can’t be done with the target audience because of ethical circumstances 
or due the Corona virus, the tests will be done online with the target audience or the social-workers 
and teachers of these youngsters with LD.

1.8.4.2 Think aloud method
The target audience will do the think aloud method during their test sessions. We want to know how 
the target audience behaves and react to certain topics of the game. The results will be compared with 
the deskresearch, and will be checked if the expectations will be fulfilled.

1.8.4.3 Testing surveys
After the tests the target audience will fill in a survey about the game. This survey will give insights of 
the pro’s and cons of the project. The information that is gathered will be processed in the prototype 
for further testing.

1.9 Reliability and validity
Despite the specific target audience, the target audience is very broad. There are a lot of different 
types of the causes of LD which leads to different approaches for the game. Some of these youngsters 
aren’t able to read or write. To clarify these specific youngsters we think are the main target audience, 
surveys and interviews will get that information we need. 

The surveys will give the information about their behaviour online. What are their techniques 
with nowadays technology and the internet? With this information we can create a game that is 
understandable and acquires their thinking method.

Interviews with social workers will give an insight in their daily behaviour. This information will come 
in handy with developing the game for these youngsters. Doing interviews with different social 
workers will give different approaches that will be checked with the information gathered from the 
desk research.

With the playtests and the think aloud method, the youngsters and social workers give their honest 
opinion on the game that is needed to get the best results. This method will give different kinds of 
information and insights that the designers of the group will look into. This to generate new ideas that 
will fulfill the wishes and needs of the client.
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The game will be created for the youngsters with LD in the age range of 15 to 18 years old. With this 
specific target audience must be taken into account that the mental age of these youngsters is 2 
years younger. To connect with the youngsters with LD is difficult because of the situation with the 
COVID-19 pandemic, but also with their way of life. These youngsters could become overwhelmed 
because of this situation and have to be guided very carefully in this process. For that very reason 
it is decided that there will be two different target audiences. The youngsters with LD and the social 
workers who are working with these youngsters. These social workers can predict and define the way 
of thinking of the youngsters with LD. It will be a reliable and valid target audience, that helps thinking 
during the process that the game / prototype will go through. Based on ethical circumstances and the 
new privacy policy rules, the persona’s are created anonymously. The information in the persona’s 
come from a real social worker and a youngster with LD. But the name and picture aren’t from them.

2. Target Audience

These persona’s will give a clearer insight on how the two different target audiences will react during 
different circumstances. During the creation process of the game these persona’s will help with the 
way that the target audience is looking towards the product, instead of your own vision and view. 

appendix 1: persona 1 : Anna Bemmink (Wijnands, 2020)  Appendix 2: persona 2 : Jeremy Groeneveld (Wijnands, 2020)
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3. Theoretical framework
3.1. Sub question 1-A: What different types of bullying are there?
Bullying will show up the most times among the school aged children. It is behaviour that is unwanted 
or aggressive for the person who is being bullied. It is a repeated behaviour that involves perceived 
or real power. Kids who are getting bullied and the kids who are bullying may have serious, lasting 
problems.

There are several different effects of bullying that can occur by the victims. Kids who are getting 
bullied are more likely to have depression and anxiety. Some of the signs that occur with these effects 
are increased feelings of loneliness and sadness, different eating patterns, losing interest in things 
they used to enjoy and changing sleeping patterns. It could occur that these issues will persist during 
adulthood as well. Another effect that can occur during the bullying is health complaints. The bullied 
will feel mentally and physically miserable. That will stay a longer period even when the bullying is 
over. What is also likely to happen when someone is being bullied, is that the grades in school will 
get lower. A decreased academic achievement and school participation. These kids are more likely to 
miss, skip or drop out of school.
There are a lot of different types of bullying and bullies. According to researchers that study bullying 
has discovered that there is much more to bullying than the eye meets. They have discovered that 
there are six different types of bullying excluding bullying about race or religion.
 - Physical Bullying
 - Verbal Bullying
 - Sexual Bullying
 - Prejudicial Bullying
 - Relational Aggression
 - Cyber Bullying
    Wang, Iannotti, Nansel. (2009)

Physical bullying:
This is the most common form of bullying. This 
form of bullying is the easiest to recognize for 
others. In this form of bullying the bully is 
tending to be bigger, stronger and more 
aggressive than the bullied. If you ask people 
the definition of bullying, this would be the first 
thoughts of most of the asked attendees. This 
form of bullying is according to the researchers 
the form of bullying that gets the most attention 
in school.

Verbal bullying:
Verbal bullying is also one of the most common 
forms of bullying. The bully wants to gain power 
over the victim using words, name-calling and 
statements about the bullied. The way the victim 
looks, walks or behaves, is most likely the 
reason why they are targeted by the bully. 
According to the research this form of bullying 
should be taken very seriously, because this 
form of bullying can leave deep emotional scars 
on the victim.

Relational aggression:
This form of bullying is harder to recognize for 
parents or teachers. The bully is very sneaky 
and insidious with the approach of the victim. It 
could be referred to as emotional bullying. It is 
a type of social manipulation where the bullies 
and the bullied hurt and sabotage their social 
standing. They spread rumors, manipulate 
situations and exclude the victim from the 
group. It is most common in middle school but 
also occurs in the workplace with grown ups. 

Cyber bullying:
It is called cyberbullying when youngsters use 
the internet, smartphones or other technology, 
to harass, threaten or embarrass a targeted 
person. When there are adults involved with this 
form of bullying, it is called cyber-harassment 
or cyber-stalking. Cyberbullying is an easy way 
for bullies to insult and harass others where 
they don’t have the courage to face-to-face. 
They feel anonymous and detached from the 
situation because of the technology that is in 
between them and the victim. Bullies can get to 
their victim every and anytime they want.
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Everybody has a different style, personality, goals and behaviours. That is the same for the bullies. 
Some of the bullies can be categorized, and some will neatly fit into them. Some of the bullies even fall 
into several categories, where others just create their own.

Bully-victims:
These bullies have been bullied before in their life. At this moment the bully bullies others to regain 
their sense of power and control.

Popular-bullies:
These bullies have a big ego and are really confident. They most likely have a group of followers and 
they think they rule the school. Other kids in school accept this form of bullying in the most cases, 
because they want to be accepted rather than being bullied.

Relational-bullies:
Most of these bullies are some-what popular in school. These youngsters decide who is popular and 
who isn’t. The most common weapon of these bullies are: excluding, ostracizing and isolating the 
victim.

Serial-bullies:
This form of bullying is also mostly common in the popular groups at school. These bullies act 
systematic, controlled and calculated. The authorities like parents, teachers and administrators could 
have no idea of the capability of a serial-bully. They appear to be very charismatic and charming 
towards authority figures. They act cold and tend to inflict emotional pain. They usually manipulate 
their victim and attend to be their friend (fake-friend).

Group-bullies:
The group bullies have a different mentality when they are packed together with the group. 
Individually they attend to be very different and can even be friends with the bullied. Most-likely for the 
group bullies is that they copy the behaviour of the leader of the group. 

Indifferent-bullies:
This group of bullies are often the most dangerous of all sorts of bullies. Luckily this form of bullying 
doesn’t appear that much. These youngsters are mostly unable to feel empathy. They get a good 
feeling over watching others suffer. Most of them have psychological problems that need to be 
addressed by a professional. The standard procedure of anti bullying doesn’t seem to change their 
bully behaviour.

Sexual bullying:
When a person is sexually targeted by repeated, 
harmful and humiliating actions, we speak 
about sexual bullying. The victims get unwanted 
attention with crude comments, vulgar gestures, 
sexual propositioning and pornographical 
materials. In the worst case scenario this even 
could even lead to sexual assault on the victim. 
Sexting is also a form of sexual bullying. When 
someone sends a photo from him or herself to 
their lover, the lover could spread these pictures 
when they break up. At that moment the person 
who sended the photo can be targeted by other 
people. Making fun of their body, give crude 
names and make some disgusting comments. 

Prejudicial bullying:
The prejudicial bullying form is based on 
prejudices from two different people. This form 
of bullying can encompass all different forms 
of bullying based on, sexuality, race of religion. 
Youngsters and kids are most likely to target 
someone who is different than they are and 
trying to single them out.

For more insights we went towards Lingen 
(Germany) to talk with social workers who are 
working with children with LD. We asked them 
several questions about the game and also 
some questions about what they see in their 
working life. (chapter 5 of this essay: Results.)
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3.1 Sub question 1-B : Which forms of bullying occur the most?
Research has shown that children with ADHD (attention deficit or hyperactivity disorder), are likely 
getting more bullied than other children. Somewhat they are more likely to bully their peers than 
others (Twyman et al.,2010; Unnever & Cornell, 2003; Weiner & Mak, 2009).
In a study of eight to seventeen year-olds, they found out that children with ASD(autism spectrum 
disorder), are at an increased risk of getting bullied (Twyman et al., 2010).
Youngsters who suffer from epilepsy are more likely to be bullied by peers, as are the youngsters with 
medical conditions like cerebral palsy, muscular dystrophy and spina bifida. Most of the times they 
get called names that are related towards their disability (Dawkins, 1996). Youngsters with paralysis 
of one side of their body (hemiplegia), are more likely to have fewer friends and getting more bullied 
(Yude, Goodman, & McConachie, 1998). Youngsters that are suffering from diabetes and being 
dependent on insulin, could be especially vulnerable to peer bullying (Storch et al., 2004). It is stated 
that there is a greater risk for children with LD to be bullied. Researchers found out that children with 
LD are more likely to bully their peers than other children (Twyman et al., 2010).

3.2 Sub question 2 : What are the cognitive abilities of mentally disabled 
youngsters with learning disabilities?
Since the first of august 2003 are the special schools divided in four different clusters. These clusters 
are reliable on the Wet op de Expertisecentra (WEC) of the Netherlands.
CBS | sociaaleconomische trends, (oktober 2014)

Cluster 1: Blind, partially sighted children
These schools are mentioned for visual disabled children or blind and partially sighted children with a 
mental disability.

Cluster 2: Deaf, hard of hearing children
Cluster 2 exists out of schools for deaf, hard hearing children and youngsters with severe speech 
difficulties. Also deaf and hard hearing youngsters with a visual disability are included in this cluster, 
just as deaf and hard hearing youngsters with a mental disability.

Cluster 3: handicapped and long-term sick children
These schools are for children with physical and mental disabilities.  These schools are also for long 
term sick children with a physical handicap, just as youngsters with the Down’s syndrome.

Cluster 4: children with disorders and behavioral problems
This cluster exists of schools for long term sick children with psychiatric disorders or children with 
serious behavioral problems. Also schools associated with pedology (pediatric) institutes belong to 
this cluster. As does education for children in judicial juvenile institutions.

The youngsters in special schools will go on to secondary special education when they reach the age 
of twelve. There they can stay until they reach the age of twenty.

It could be a sign of learning disorder when children try hard and still struggle with specific skills over 
time. The child has a learning disorder when the child has difficulty in one or more sections of 
Learning, even when the intelligence of the child isn’t affected. “The reason for children’s poor 
academic performance is that they have significant difficulties in listening, speaking, reading, writing, 
calculating, thinking and other aspects of learning ability, social interaction, and behavioral 
adjustment” (Bora, 2015)
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Some of the symptoms of learning disorders are 
 - Difficulty telling right from left
 - Reversing letters, words, or numbers, after first or second grade
 - Difficulties recognizing patterns or sorting items by size or shape
 - Difficulty understanding and following instructions or staying organized
 - Difficulty remembering what was just said or what was just read
 - Lacking coordination when moving around
 - Difficulty doing tasks with the hands, like writing, cutting, or drawing
 - Difficulty understanding the concept of time
Examples of learning disorders include
 - Dyslexia – difficulty with reading
 - Dyscalculia – difficulty with math
 - Dysgraphia – difficulty with writing
 (CDC, 2020)

3.3 Sub question 3: What game design methods can be used for these 
youngsters with learning disabilities?
For this specific group of youngsters it is really important that the game is very clear. Making it clear 
and very easy to use is mostly mistaken for childish. That is one of the important things to take into 
account. The game should be easy but not childish. 

According to the social workers from Lingen (Germany), who work with children with LD the game 
must consist of very clear and easy language. The youngsters with LD in Lingen can’t read very well or 
can’t read at all. They recommended that the game should include voice messages or voice overs to 
let the kids interact with the game. They also stated that the character must look very human and that 
metacom symbols could be a good reference. 

Eight Metacoms (google, 2020)

When making a game for children with LD it is important to keep a few factors in mind. It is for 
example important to keep the language you use easy to understand. Learning to read can already be 
a discouraging task for a child with LD (Charlton, Williams & McLaughlin, 2005). The game also needs 
guided activity and discovery methods to learn something. Using the curiosity of the child with LD is 
a primary motivating factor to playing a serious game (Sik-Lanyi et al., 2017, p. 325). Charlton et al. 
(2005, p25) tells that the element of fun can also help with the motivation. While playing the game, the 
child learns new skills.
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According to research from Shaban & Pearson (2019, p.3) using a game to learn can also have a 
negative impact on different factors; cognitive load and academic performance. Gamification has 
a positive impact on learning anxiety. To not overload the player’s cognitive, the game should avoid 
complex tasks. This is very important for children with LD. Children with LD also have a limited 
working memory capacity. The brain has trouble holding and manipulating information for short 
moments of time. Therefore, the game should have an appropriate design strategy to minimize the 
load on the users working memory, but also to help them use their memory effectively. A strategy 
also helps find a level of cognitive load for each user. Guidelines to design a game for children with 
LD should be based on the concepts of human-centred design and cognitive load theories. This 
framework (right) incorporates a set of guidelines based on the concept of HCI (usability, user-centred 
design and user experiences), working memory and the cognitive load theories. The framework 
consists of an Analysis, design, development and evaluation.

Study shows that using serious games with very diverse characteristics and mechanics like exploring, 
keeping score, a story or multiple scenarios can all be used as bullying prevention. This also includes 
games that focus on showing situations and their outcomes depending on the reaction of the people 
involved (Calvo-Morata et al., 2020, p. 958).
(Executed by : Charlotte Hoff, creative business student, Saxion University of Applied Sciences) 

3.4 Sub question 4: What is a good approach for children with LD?
According to Drs.Karen Dijkstra (remedial educationalist) it is very important to look at the talents and 
qualities of these children with LD. It is very normal to look at the problems and the labels that these 
youngsters have. With her own company “Talent & Groei” she coaches children with LD and searches 
together with them towards their qualities. With these techniques she applies methods that are based 
on possibilities instead of impossibilities. With her approach she tries to give these youngsters a 
positive outlook of their abilities. 

https://karendijkstra.podbean.com 3.andere kijk op leeproblemen.
(hulpvoorkinderenmetleerproblemen.nl/podcast,2020) 
https://www.kernvisiemethode.nl/coaches-kernvisie-methode/karen-dijkstra?accepted

ODD (Oppositional Defiant Disorder)
Children with odd are very disturbing and perform resisting behaviour towards authority figures. 
When they refuse to do anything they are getting angry and fierce. Their cheeky behaviour gets them 
in trouble in school and at home. Despite the “cheeky mouth” are these children mostly unhappy and 
don’t know how to react on questions and requests from others

CD (Conduct disorder)
Youngsters with CD exhibit behaviour where they mostly use violence like fighting, threatening and 
lying. They don’t listen to the rules and become very angry if they get frustrated. For the surroundings 
it is very hard to interact with someone who suffers from CD, because most of the time they express 
aggressive behaviour. Therapy could offer help for the youngsters and their parents.
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Kids and youngsters with LD have relative to kids and youngsters without LD, more effort to keep up 
with the educational level. When the youngsters with LD and their surroundings notice problems. It is 
possible to get help, where they look to the causation of these circumstances. Together they search 
for a solution to get the youngsters on the right track again.
Mentaal beter : Gedrag en leerproblemen(mentaalbeter.nl, 2020)

During the interview about the first concept of the game with the social workers of Lingen, we asked 
different questions about these youngsters with LD. In the following part, the answers of the social 
workers in Lingen. The results of the survey can be found in chapter 5 of this essay: Results.

3.5 Sub question 5: What are the criteria to create a perfect form of storytelling 
for these youngsters?
Using storytelling in a game is a lot different from books and film. The story you tell is interactive and 
has challenges. When making a story for a game, you need to think about factors such as the 
synthesis between the story and gameplay and how to maintain a good pace in the progression of 
the story. There is the more traditional way of storytelling, leading the reader or player through a story, 
whilst they learn more and more, and there is interactive storytelling, where the player is highly 
interactive and ‘chooses’ their story (Lebowitz & Klug, 2011, pp. 8).  
Interactive storytelling was a way to include children and adults with a learning disability in 
storytelling activities (Grove, 2012, pp. 40-42). The method used for these activities is the call and 
response method. Response and repetition are used for developing social communication. 
A game is a form of digital storytelling. With digital storytelling there are seven elements important: 
point of view, dramatic question, emotional content, economy, pacing, the gift of voice, and soundtrack 
(Sylvester & Greenidge, 2009, p. 292). 
Firstly, the story comes close to the player by expressing personal experiences through a first-person 
point of view. By setting up a conflict from the beginning, the viewer will hold attention till the 
story is over. The story should evoke emotion, for example loneliness, confidence or vulnerability. The 
soundtrack of the game should enhance and create an emotional response. A very essential element 
for the effectiveness of digital storytelling is the narration of the story (Sylvester & Greenidge, 2009, p. 
292). 

 Using the hero’s journey is a great way to write a digital story for an educational game. During 
the hero’s journey, the hero listens to a call, 
ventures into an unknown nondaily world where he 
carries out the purpose by calling on an assistant 
and antagonist and finally the hero returns to the 
known world with a reward. 
 Designing a game for children with LD asks 
for a few certain key elements (Wartena et al., 2013). 
One of the important key issues is using learned 
information in another situation, named transfer. For 
children with LD it is crucial to be spot on regarding 
tone of voice, and design and content. Use 
authenticity and realism.
 Also, an important issue is the bond between 
user and the virtual character. This can be achieved 
by video cases, showing real characters in a way an actual facetime call would appear. 
 The user needs to feel empowered by putting emphasis on the value of the user’s capabilities 
and trust in the competence to give advice. The user is the advisee and not the adviser. Instead of 
telling the person what to do or not to do, the user is hailed for help. When the advice is given, there 
also needs to be feedback and a way to redeem their choice (Wartena et al., 2013).
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3.6 Sub question 6: What are the games that these youngsters with LD play?
Talking with the social workers in Lingen they gave us the following answers on what kind of games 
these youngsters with LD play. According to them they play: Fortnite, Fifa, Call of Duty, Grand Theft 
Auto, Minecraft and are active in chat rooms. These games aren’t actually different from the games 
that other kids play.

List of popular video games 2020 (fossbytes.com, 
2020)

According to the list that “Fossbytes” created, 
3 of the most popular games are played by 
the youngsters with LD. 

According to the social workers in Lingen, the 
more the game is complicated, the borders 
between reality and fiction are getting blurry. 
Some of these youngsters will dress up like 
the characters from the games and start to 
behave like them. 

When I spoke with Ines about the copying 
behaviour of these children. She also 
concluded that we need to be very careful in 
what content we show them. If we show them 
graphical examples of bullying they can copy 
that action and behaviour and that is not what 
you want with this product.
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4. Conceptualization

4.1 Brainstorms

4.1.1 Why brainstorms?
Before we can start creating a game, it must be clear that we as a group know what we are making. 
To get to this point we did brainstorm sessions to declare our concept. These ideas were generated 
after the first contact with the clients ( Ines Schell-Kiehl, Timothy Kariotis and Jeroen Linsen). Due 
to the COVID-19 pandemic we did these brainstorms online with Discord. These brainstorms help to 
get creative about the concept and helps us to get a broader view of what is possible for in the game. 
At first in the brainstorms the team gets all answers in a document or mind-map. Writing down all 
the answers that come up in your mind called diverging. After you have collected all the ideas and 
concepts in documents or mind-maps, the team goes to the next phase: converging. In this phase of 
the brainstorm the team decides which ideas are usable for the concept and project. You limit your 
ideas and pick the best you can think of with the group. If the group can’t get down to less good ideas, 
the team can decide to vote for each idea. The idea needs to get a specific amount of votes, to pass 
to the next round. Each voting round you can vote for 1 or 2 ideas less. After these sessions, the team 
gets a clearer view of what ideas they can work with. From that moment they need to think about the 
ideas and concepts. Which one would work best and fulfill the clients needs?

4.1.2 Mindmap
With the first contact the client stated some important points of interests that should be taken into 
account. “don’t make the bully the bad guy”(Ines Schell-Kiehl,2020). It is stated clearly that the game 
consists of two different perspectives.”The game should make you aware about the consequences 
of your actions”(Ines Schell-Kiehl,2020). Feedback is one of the importances of the game. After the 
conversation with the client, the team gathered for a brainstorm session. In this brainstorm session 
everybody spit out their ideas of what should be implemented in the game. 

Because of this session, the team came 
up with a mind-map about the things we 
should implement in the game. The ideas 
that are written down, aren’t specific 
functions or additions to the game. 
These ideas are very wide formulated, 
so there is room for improvement and 
additions. With the mind-map, ideas 
were talked about and it gave a visual 
view to the points of interest in 
the game.

(in the appendix, there is a better version 
of this mind-map).
Appendix 4: mindmap(Wijnands, 2020)
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4.1.3 Concept ideas
A Game like “Papers, Please” (might involve too much reading)
The player is the supervisor of the internet
He gets confronted with a situation where someone has reported a post as bullying
He has to sort out mean comments, harassment, stalking and all other sorts of cyberbullying and give 
the right punishment
deleting the post, time out, banning, involving the authorities, reporting a crime, etc.
“Distanced” bystander effect
Not good/wrong like the papers please game, instead we want a bit more dynamic approach.
Good feedback loop to know if you’re doing the right thing
As a bystander, learn how to intervene with things
Players see a user do something, you can hack them to see their past activity. Advertise hacking in a 
good way, it’s hacking for a good cause. Just call it differently: “view activity log”.
It’s hard for them to recognize when something is cyberbullying.
Let the “hacker” communicate with the bully.
Combine perspectives from making bullies bullied. Bystander can get bullied too.
Maybe set it up as cases, multiple people involved. Hacker needs to intervene. The best possible 
outcome is that there is no more bullying on the internet. You can help in multiple ways, and each 
way will help you gain points. You can try to get a highscore. Different choices can result in different 
outcomes.

Emily Is Away game Idea Description: 
The game takes place in the player’s room where they spend most of their time sitting behind the 
computer surfing through various social media platforms. You decide to sign up on this new social 
media platform and prompted to give some personal information in order to create your account. → 
You’re able to text, react to posts, upload content etc.
• Strengths ->
 - Clearly displays cyberbullying (via different social media platforms)
 - Multiple scenarios and options
• Weaknesses ->
 - A short game / experience 
• Opportunities ->
 - Encourages and teaches users how to use the internet in a safe way 
 - Replayability 
• Threats ->
 - A lot of things going on (multiple notifications, apps etc.) 
 - Depending on choices in game, the goal of the game might not be clear or could be misun 
    derstood that could lead to different outcomes
  + E.g. Players could be more wary and feel more discouraged about using the internet

Bystander Effect Game: You are a bystander, who witnesses bullying on a daily basis. The game starts 
in a bullying situation. There the players can choose to intervene with the situation or not. 
Depending on what they do, the situation evolves from there.
 - Intervening: showing consequences on that, what can be done to stop it etc
 - Looking away: consequences regarding bullying -> bullying getting worse, them getting affect 
    ed as well but always give the opportunity to start intervening as well. 
With these game ideas that the group gathered, it was taken into account that the learning goals of 
each member of the group will be fulfilled. With these ideas the client will be informed about the idea 
behind it. The capability of the group will also involve the chosen concept, according to the knowledge 
and experiences the group process could provide.
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4.1.4 Final concept
According to a meeting with the client, the concept that is chosen is “Papers please like game”. With 
the combined knowledge and experience of the group, this game would be the most achievable 
solution for the client and the group. The client was very excited about the concept and saw a lot of 
possibilities and opportunities in this concept.
The other two concepts had too many treats that we had to eliminate them. The storytelling would be 
so big that a functional and working prototype was not feasible in this amount of time. With the 
combined knowledge of the group, and the learning goals of the other team-members with the conce
pt that is chosen, would provide all the elements that everybody wanted to learn. With the combination 
of the online and offline world, it will be secure that if both worlds are too big, the online game will be 
fully functional for a prototype.

The player takes the role of a character who is the owner of a website. Their job is to keep their 
website free from cyberbullying. Every day, the player logs into his computer that is located on his 
desk. There, their AI assistant “Buddy” confronts them with messages that it flagged as suspicious 
and could be a case of cyberbullying. Here, the player gets to decide whether or not these posts or 
messages are cyberbullying and thus worth intervening with them and giving the player of the game 
a different perspective on cyberbullying. Learning that actions the player’s make, have consequences 
on the bullies and the bullied. Recognizing and taking actions against the bullies in this game, can 
encourage the player to take actions in real life.

4.1.5 Concept drawings (Muis, 2020)

MockUp of the Desk (Main Screen)          MockUp of the Card Wheel         MockUp of the “Bully Stack”

4.2 Wireframe - online space
After the group decided the concept, the start of the wireframe could be created. Starting with a paper 
wireframe. This gives a better insight of what buttons to use, and where to place several items in the 
2d web space for the game. In the paper wireframe don’t use colors of actual designs. Create it for 
placement of objects and functionality purposes. With Shauntae Jones (group member) I took the 
responsibility for the wireframe. We choose for the online wireframe creator Balsamiq. Balsamiq is 
a wireframe creator where you can work with multiple people in one document. We looked for other 
possibilities, but they cost much more money, or weren’t capable of working with multiple people in 
the same document. 
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                 Wireframe lay-out 1.0(Jones, Wijnands, 2020)

With Balsamiq we could create a wireframe that is interactive. This is a good way to approach the 
target audience. The wireframe is tested by the social workers in Lingen. In the image above (appendix 
11), the highlighted parts are clickable. To start with the game the player can click on the notifications 
button. If the player clicks on the notifications button, the player will get to the next page. There the 
player will see the cards that are reported. At that moment the player can decide based on what they 
read, what their following action is. “Investigate” or “Discard”. If the player chooses to investigate the 
card, the card will appear in the bully stack. The player must first review all the cards in the cartwheel 
before the player can investigate. The player also can discard a card, and it will be deleted from the 
stack.

We created an interactive wireframe for the client and the target audience. With the feedback we 
get from this interactive wireframe, we as a group can decide how the approach is going to be. The 
wireframe is the base of the 2d online space in the game. The first feedback from the client and target 
audience will appear in the wireframe, before other stages will be changed. 

4.2.1 Full wireframe
With Balsamiq the wireframe can be approached online and offline. If the wireframe is exported from 
online to offline, the wireframe will become a PDF file. This PDF file is an interactive PDF that the user 
can click through.
The PDF file is an external appendix called : “WireFrame design - Jibe.pdf”.
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4.3 Game design document (GDD)
Within this graduation project, the team is divided in three different groups. “Engineers (Kevin Sens, 
Luuk oude Vrielink)”,”Artists (Annemieke Muis, Max Bischoff, Erika Batarunaite)” and “Designers 
(Selima Heister, Charlotte Hoff, Joep Wijnands)”. The Engineers will create the game in the working 
environment of Unity. They choose to work with Unity, because of the knowledge they have got in the 
lessons of their study. With the design document that the designers created, gives a clear insight of 
what needs to be implemented in the game. In the GDD is a clear given explanation of each feature 
and game/feedback loop.

External appendix: Game Design Documents (Heister, Wijnands 2020)

The full versions of the GDD is in the external appendix: “GDD _ Features _ Jibe.dox” & “”GameLoop _ 
FeedbackLoop _ Jibe.docx” 

4.4 Storytelling of the offline world
During the process and development of the game, as a group we decided to create an online combined 
with an offline world. During the process and the research that was gathered, the backstory of the 
character could be created. This backstory must have to do something with bullying according to the 
message, the client wants to deliver towards the target audience.

Storytelling is an important part in a game. If the game doesn’t have a catchy story, the game will lose 
its power over time. The mechanics could be awesome, but without a good story or storyline the game 
is pointless. The storytelling of the game should consist of easy and clear language for the youngster 
with LD. That means that the storytelling cannot exist of difficult or swear words. The backstory of the 
player is essential in the additions that are created for the game.

For the full Storytelling Design document, look external appendix (“Storytelling DD _ Jibe.dox”)
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5. Results

5.1 Questionnaire - What is bullying(rename) regarding sub question 1-B: Which forms of 
bullying occur the most?
With the first survey about cyber bullying, everybody was asked to fill in their experiences with 
bullying. This was to get a clearer view and maybe some new forms or insights about cyber bullying. 
60 people had filled in this survey. Most of them are students of the CMGT course. These students 
are online very active and could help us give a clear statement on the question: How do you describe 
cyberbullying? Most of the attendees replied to this question with “Harassment through the social 
media forms.”

From these 60 attendees 14 people experienced cyberbullying themselves. These people had to fill in 
what form of cyberbullying they had experienced themselves. Multiple answers could be given in this 
question.

Appendix 5: Survey about cyberbullying (Hoff, Wijnands, 2020)

Most of the people that experienced cyberbullying were verbal harrast online. Not all of the answers 
that were given through this form, are valid or reliable. These answers are filtered out of the research. 
The results that came in, gave a clear view of what people think of cyberbullying and how they 
described it.

The most attendees had experienced seeing someone else getting cyber bullied. Of the 57 people 
that had filled this out, 46 people had seen verbal harassment online. This keeps that this form of 
cyberbullying is being recognized by most of the people. According to the deskresearch this form of 
bullying appeared the most in the online world. 

This survey also gave a clear insight in how others react in these situations. Many people didn’t 
do anything about cyber bullying. 31 people took an action to help the bullied person. 22 people 
“Reported the bully”, and 9 people “called out the bully by commenting”.
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Appendix 5: Survey about cyberbullying (Hoff, Wijnands, 2020)

From the 60 attendees there were 4 people with a learning disability, one with a physical disability and 
one with ADD (Attention Deficit Disorder). 

5.2 Interview social workers Lingen
With the first concept of the game, information was needed to get the best results for the game. By the 
client (Ines Schell-Kiehl) the social workers in Lingen were recommended. They are willing to help us 
and give clearer insights in the target audience. 

Which types of bullying do you as a social worker see the most with the target audience?

• Cyber-Mobbing
 - mostly via smartphones
 - mostly WhatsApp
  + voice messages and images (because most of them can’t read)
  + ganging up to prey on others (sometimes physically)
  + parents are upset that their kids are targeted
 - much less real-life bullying (also due to the intervention of teachers)

(referred to in chapter 3.1: What is bullying?)

What helps to calm these children down, when they get the feeling of being overwhelmed?

• Music (there is no specific genre)
• Social Media
• In class, they can leave the room to calm down

Can these children differentiate between emotions like anger and sadness, or do they have problems with 
that?

• Only autistics have problems reading emotions
• Generally, they are very sensitive
• The topic “Emotions” is being targeted in class
• Are more likely to talk about the bullying they experience compared to regular students
• Teachers can be a replacement for a family

(referred to in chapter 3.4: What is a good approach for these children?)

appendix 3: interview / questionnaire Lingen (Heister, Bischoff, Wijnands, 2020)
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5.3 Playtest 1: JuuuuPort scouts.

5.3.1 Think out loud method
During this playtest we had the scouts from JuuuuPort. We got in touch with the mentors that guide 
youngsters with LD. Some of the mentors have LD themselves and others didn’t. With this playtest 
we want to measure if the message that we want to learn and tell them, is transferred. If the game 
looks good, and how fun it is for them to play. After the playtest we asked them if they had learned 
something from the game. We explained that the game was in development and that their opinion and 
tips will be taken into account with the future progress of the game.

Playtest-source: https://luukoudevrielink.nl/web-build/ 
Tutorial / explanation: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Wgl7zNTloasbWYI3JwPWdImViRdWK11b/view?usp=sharing

During the playtest the target audience was asked to think out loud when they are playing the game. 
The think out loud method gives an insight at the moment that they like or dislike different aspects of 
the game. You hear their reactions and with the team we noted everything down. The most important 
feedback we got is listed below.
1. What you could maybe do: hover effect that a subtext is there what they are doing.
2. Instead emojis: suggest messages. So that you can better imagine what it means. It’s hard to tell 

what means what.
3. Can you clarify this via a mode? So simplified mode, one with text and one with voice, for example.
4. When writing messages, I would have liked to have written a message myself.
5. Would have liked to have had more answer options.
6. The history log was not intuitive. If you could have put both on one page instead of “Reports” and 

“Logs”.
7. I would prefer to call out after a chat, as one has the option to go public again if private did not 

work. (So not blocking the option to call out after chat).
8. The comments are always on the picture. Maybe you should be able to see more of the picture.
9. Resolution screen? What does he do? It is not easy to read and does not exist in the tutorial. 
The feedback is valuable for the game and its process. The most feedback that we got will be 
implemented and processed in the next play test session that is planned for January 20th 2021.

appendix 7: Think out loud results Playtest 1 (Wijnands, 2020)
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5.3.2 Questionnaire playtest JuuuuPort
Questionnaire: https://forms.gle/ACtapFLtr4jjGURH7
After the attendees of the playtest played the game, they were asked to fill in a questionnaire about the 
game. The results show the overall opinion of the attendees.
From the 12 attendees that played the prototype, 10 people filled out the questionnaire.

To measure the likability of the player on the game, we asked the question: ”How much fun did you 
have while playing the game?” They could give a grading from 1 till 10 (1 no fun, 10 much fun) The 
average score on this was an 8.4 out of 10.

“How hard was the game?” is to measure the difficulty of the game for the target audience. Grading 
from 1 till 10 to measure it.(1 very hard, 10 very easy). This had an average of 7.2 that is equal to 
neutral/easy on the difficulty of the game.

The measuring of the players skill, can be measured by the amount of green cards in the resolution 
screen at the end of the game. ”On how many cards did you achieve the green score at the result 
screen?” is to measure this state. The average score on this was 5.6 cards, rounded 6 cards. That 
score is equal to a neutral state.

“How much fun was it to divide the cards in the bully and non-bully stacks?” To measure the fun of the 
dividing element of the game scaled from 1 till 5 (1 not fun at all, 5 fun to do). The average score is 4 
out of 5 that is equal to the state that the target audience had fun dividing the cards.

The actions that the players can take during the game to come to the solution and actions that they 
make, we asked them how much fun they thought these actions were. These questions are scaled 
from 1 to 5 to measure the fun. 1 is not fun at all, 5 is very fun.
“Overall, how much fun was it to call out the bully while investigating the cards?” that scored an 
average of 4.3 (equal to fun/very fun.)
“Overall, how much fun was it to chat with the bully while investigating the cards?” This scored a little 
higher with a 4.5 (equal fun to very fun.)
“Overall, how much fun was it to check the history of the bully while investigating the cards?” With a 
score of 4.2 (equal fun to very fun.)

All the attendees of the playtest would recommend this game to their friends to play it. And 80% of the 
people that have played the playtest already would play it again.

appendix 8: Questionnaire  results Playtest 1 (Hoff, 2020)
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5.4 Playtest 2: JuuuuPort scouts.
Within the terms of the graduation semester, there was no possibility for us to do the second playtest 
with the JuuuuPort scouts. This test will be taken later than the deadline for the graduation report. The 
first playtest with the scouts went very well, and they gave a lot of great feedback that we included in 
the game. With the implemented feedback from the scouts and the importation of the offline world, 
we hope the subjects that were not clear, are clear now. That the lesson we want to give the player is 
received by the scouts. The prototype is ready for use with the implemented feedback from the first 
test session. In appendix 8 you can find the procedure of how the playtest will be executed.

Second prototype: 
https://luukoudevrielink.nl/web-build/  

6. Conclusion and discussion
During this project I did research towards the question:”Which requirements should a storytelling 
game for youngsters with (LD) consist of, to create more awareness and a call to action against 
bullying and cyberbullying?” A prototype has been developed for this, to test it on the target audience 
with the think out loud method and questionnaire.

6.1 Conclusion
 Sub question :1 What is Bullying?
Research has shown that the most common form of cyberbullying is harassment. The results of 
the questionnaire that give answers about the different types of bullying, conclude that most people 
encountered harassment when they got cyberbullied. This also states that harassment is the most 
easy to recognize when talking about cyberbullying.

 Sub question 2: What are the cognitive abilities of mentally disabled youngsters with learning  
 disabilities?
Due to the research that is found about the different clusters can be derived that this game is 
developed for people of cluster 4 (children with disorders and behavioral problems). This concludes 
that if the game needs to be playable in the other 3 clusters, there must be new research and new 
design methods to achieve this goal.

 Sub question 3: What game design methods can be used for these youngsters with learning  
 disabilities?
The game test results show that the design method that is applied on the game, works with the target 
audience. These results show that the information that is given by emoticons were clear. They did 
understand what the different actions do. The target audience stated that the game was not difficult 
to understand. The longer they played the easier the game gets.

The resolution screen of the game wasn’t clear and understandable for the attendees of the playtest. 
To get a better resolution screen the game must consist of the feedback that will be shown to the 
player. What went wrong and what can the player do to score better. Giving the player access to this 
feedback, the player can see and improve their game experience.
The results from the questionnaire of the game test show that 88% of the attendees learned a bit or a 
lot from the game. This concludes that the content of the game is clear and the internal message of 
the game has been transferred. Making usage of clear languages and no pressure during the game 
with tasks and time limits, gives them confidence during the game.
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 Sub question 4: What is a good approach for children with LD?
With the results from the questionnaire with the social workers from Lingen, it can be stated that the 
target audience is very sensitive. These youngsters are more likely to talk about bullying compared to 
other students. People like teachers that are really close with these children, can be a replacement for 
family. According towards the research, it can be concluded that the children need to focus on their 
possibilities instead of impossibilities.

 Sub question 5: What are the games that these youngsters with LD play?
According to the social workers in Lingen, the more the game is complicated, the borders between 
reality and fiction are getting blurry. Some of these youngsters will dress up like the characters from 
the games and start to behave like them. What can be stated is that the games that these youngsters 
play aren’t that different from youngsters without LD.

 Sub question 6: What are the criteria to create a perfect form of storytelling for these 
 youngsters?
This can be concluded when adding the ‘’offline world’’ to the second playtest, to test if this makes the 
game more difficult. The hypothesis says that the added interaction and storyline will also make the 
game more enjoyable to play. The results and conclusion of this subquestion will be presented during 
the end presentation. 

The main question of this research was: Which requirements should a storytelling game for 
youngsters with (LD) consist of, to create more awareness and a call to action against bullying and 
cyberbullying?

Final conclusion 
To create a good storytelling game for kids with LD, the game must consist of easy language, clear 
design and not too complicated. Making good choices in the use of color to recognize right from 
wrong. If the player receives good feedback, the player will be triggered to challenge themselves 
to achieve better scores. There needs to be a good balance between fiction and reality, to prevent 
copying behaviour. If the player can change the outcome of the situation by their own choice, it 
can be derived that the game will be more fun for them to play. This game/prototype will be a good 
opportunity for these youngsters to recognize cyberbullying according to the results that most of 
them had learned during the playtest.  
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6.2 Recommendations 
Concluding to this research that is done for the subject, the client (Ines schell-Kiel) should proceed 
with the user / playtests that are created by this research. With the results that come out of the tests, 
the client can look forward to optimising and upgrading the prototype. With the different outcomes of 
the second playtest, the client should introduce their project/prototype to possible investors. These 
investors can help with the finalizing of the first demo that could be demonstrated towards possible 
future companies for a collaboration.
With these collaborations the demo could be upgraded towards different target audiences, expanding 
the age of the target audience to address the complexity of cyber bullying at a broader group of users.
There is a lot of different information gathered due this graduation semester, about the different 
possibilities and approaches for the game. Known for fact, that the special schools are divided in 
different clusters. Expanding this game to all the different clusters will include all the people suffering 
from mental or physical disabilities that have to conquer or see cyberbullying. Concluding that the 
game now is made for cluster four (children with disorders and behavioral problems). Making the 
game available for multiple disabilities, will request new research processes. What will be the do’s 
and don’t for different target audiences depends on the targeted disability? The game must exist 
of different versions that will be playable for multiple target audiences, and could be integrated in 
school projects on special schools. The educational purpose of the game is already introduced in a 
special school in Enschede (Het Reliëf). Due to the corona virus and the lockdown the school couldn’t 
participate in the testing phase, but are willing to help in the future with the process and expansion of 
the game.
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7. Discussion
During the project I realised that we actually missed some people in the group with certain knowledge. 
These people were the social workers that could provide us with the right information about the 
target audience. Because of the “Social Work study” of Saxion, don’t make use of the Smart Solutions 
Semester, no Social Work students were assigned to this project. With eight people from the “CMGT” 
study and one of the”Creative business” studies, I felt responsible for this research about the target 
audience. I wanted to get the best possible result for my graduation project, but had to do a lot of 
research about the topics that have nothing to do with the study that I am graduating on. These 
research parts were sometimes bigger than I expected. With this situation I went to Ines, and 
talked about this situation together. We both came to the same conclusion and were searching for 
possibilities in the short amount of time left. Unfortunately we didn’t get the change to work with the 
social workers from the study due the lack of time and the pandemic. For some of the information that 
I gathered about the target audience, I went to friends of mine. They work with the target audience, 
and could provide me with advice and steps that needed to be taken into account. One of them was 
willing to help with the creation of the persona’s.
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8. Reflection
I felt really comfortable in the beginning phase of this graduation semester, the concepting phase, 
because of the knowledge that I gained during my minor. I provided my other team members with 
different techniques for brainstorm sessions. During these sessions, I felt responsible to keep 
meetings focussed and well-structured. This is done by steering the conversation in the right direction 
and cutting the knot when needed. Additionally, I tried to prevent people from getting distracted. This 
is also one of my weak points because I tend to lose focus of the bigger picture when I try to do so. 
An additional learning opportunity for me is that I need to learn that not everybody has the same 
communication skills and interests as I do. 

The client provided me with clear information about the project in the graduation semester. Therefore, 
the process of writing the implementation plan and creating the main- and sub-questions went 
fluently. Because of these sub-questions, it became easier to add certain elements to the game design 
document. With the knowledge gained by creating the game design document, a fully interactive 
wireframe could be created. After the wireframe was created I worked on several interviews to test 
with the target audience. I am satisfied with the working process that helped a lot in the design 
process of the game.

I could not contribute a lot within the production/development phase of my graduation due to the lack 
of knowledge within the field of game development. But with my creativity and good communication 
about what is feasible and what is not, I could fulfill my role as a designer. The products and different 
tasks that I have created/fulfilled are from a professional level of skill which results in all of my work 
ending up in the final prototype. One of the main tasks that I have worked on during this phase is the 
storytelling aspect of the game. During this challenge, I had to take all aspects of serious/educational 
gaming into account to make sure that the story would work for the selected target audience. This 
helped me to gain knowledge that I can apply in more things than only games in the future. Within the 
period of the graduation semester and the Covid-19 lockdown, this is only based on research instead 
of practical findings.

I started my study as a concept creator and a Designer for 2D media projects. Though, during my 
study, I have learned that I can excel most by taking a leading role within teams. 
Throughout the different projects, I have gained knowledge of all the different aspects of the CMGT 
courses. This knowledge allows me to accurately estimate the amount of time that needs to be spent 
on a certain task. Because of that, I can easily identify what is feasible and where opportunities are to 
be found. This helps to motivate me and my other team members to work towards the best possible 
result.

During my internship, I learned that a safe environment for work is “key” to get the best out of your 
coworkers. By a safe working environment, I mean honesty and comfort among the team members. 
This stimulates a bond in which people are understanding and willing to help each other under 
different circumstances. Additionally, it stimulates reliable and valid feedback that is needed for good 
reflection.
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When I want to take the next step to become a professional project manager, I should work on my 
research and planning capabilities. There are parts within these areas that are less interesting to 
me, which can result in me postponing them. During my time in projects, I have learned that these 
parts are important as well. Additionally, I can improve my planning by scheduling safe margins for 
tasks that could turn out to take longer than expected, taking into account that the safe margin is 
acceptable and realistic. This offers peace and comfort for me as a perfectionist which I can also 
radiate towards others because there is leeway within the planning. My research capabilities can be 
improved by clarifying the question behind the question. To achieve this, I should use a solid research 
method that provides the needed grip and structure throughout the research process.

I’m not specialized in a specific competence of a CMGT student. Instead, I am a combination of all of 
them. I take all elements of a project into account when planning, brainstorming, concepting, etcetera. 
Trying to put the right people in the right spot and focusing on the strengths of my team members. In 
my communication skills, there is a strong sense of empathy that helps me to see the opportunities 
and possibilities. By working on all of the twelve competences during my study and graduation, I can 
conclude that I see myself as an organizer. Not only designing and concepting, but also leading teams 
and groups. I always want to create a nice work environment and keep the focus on the end goal. For 
five and half years I have been creating projects for KNT & CMGT, now I am ready to create my own.
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10. Appendix

appendix 1: persona 1: Social worker
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Appendix 2: Persona 2, youngster with LD
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appendix 3: GUI game

Appendix 4: mindmap
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Appendix 5, survey about cyberbullying
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Appendix 6: Interview with the social workers from Lingen

1. Was haltet ihr von der Farbgestaltung des Spiels?
What do you think of the color pallet of the game?
Important is that: Red = wrong; Green = right

2. Könnte das UI zu kompliziert für die Zielgruppe sein?
Do you think the UI is too complicated for the target group?
Characters look not human enough
Metacom symbols could be a good reference

3. Wie kann man am besten mit der Zielgruppe interagieren?
What is the best way to interact with the target audience?
The use of very clear and easy language

4. Welche Art von Mobbing beobachtet Ihr als Sozialarbeiter meistens bei der Zielgruppe?
Which types of bullying do you as a social worker see the most with the target audience?
• Cyber-Mobbing
• mostly via smartphones
• mostly WhatsApp
• voice messages and images (because most of them can’t read)
• ganging up to prey on others (sometimes physically)
• parents are upset that their kids are targeted
• much less real-life bullying (also due to the intervention of teachers)

5. Was sind die kognitiven Fähigkeiten von Jugendlichen mit Lernschwächen?
What are the cognitive abilities of the youngsters with learning disabilities?
• heavily and multiple disabilities
• heavily motorically, physically and emotionally disabled
• The best ones can calculate up to 100.000
• The entry-level for the game should be as low as possible
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6. Gibt es Brett-, Karten-, oder Computerspiele, die diese Kinder in ihrer Freizeit spielen?
Are there any board, card or computer games these children play in their free time?
• Fortnite
• Fifa
• Call of Duty
• GTA
• Minecraft
• Chat Rooms
• Borders between reality and fiction get blurry the more complicated the game is (some kids dress up 

like people from games and start behaving like them)
 
7. Können diese Kinder zwischen Emotionen wie Wut und Traurigkeit unterscheiden, oder haben sie 
Probleme damit?
Can these children differentiate between emotions like anger and sadness, or do they have problems 
with that?
• Only autistics have problems reading emotions
• Generally, they are very sensitive
• The topic “Emotions” is being targeted in class
• Are more likely to talk about the bullying they experience compared to regular students
• Teachers can be a replacement for a family
•  
8. Wie viel Zeit verbringt die Zielgruppe auf Sozialen Medien?
How much time does this target audience spend on social media? (just if they know)
• At home, they spend around 3-5 hours on social media
• They use all the trendy apps other people use as well (Instagram, Facebook, TikTok, YouTube, etc.)
• There are some kids that have no contact with social media
• they aren’t being targeted because bullies look for people which are more on eye-level

9. Wie gut können die Jugendlichen lesen? Können sie sich für längere Zeit auf das Lesen 
konzentrieren?
What kind of reading abilities do these kids have, are they capable to endure longer reading sessions?
• a lot of kids can’t read at all
• a possibility for reading out to these kids

10. Was hilft den Kindern dabei sich zu beruhigen, wenn sie das Gefühl haben gestresst zu sein?
What helps to calm these children down, when they get the feeling of being overwhelmed?
• Music (there is no specific genre)
• Social Media
• In class, they can leave the room to calm down
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Appendix 7: Think Out Loud - Results paytest 1
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Appendix 8: Results playtest JuuuPort Scouts questionnaire

On a scale of 1-10, how much fun did you have playing the game?
(to measure the likability of the player) 
1. no fun to 10. a lot of fun

On a scale of 1-10, how hard was the game?
(to measure the difficulty of the game) 
1. Very hard to 10. very easy
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On how many cards did you achieve the green score at the result screen?
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (scale or a-e)
(to measure the skill of the player by seeing how many cards they did good (green))

Overall, how much fun was it to divide the cards in bully and non-bully stacks?
(to measure the fun of the cards dividing element of the game scale 1-5 (or a-e) a lot of fun, 
fun, neither fun or not fun, not fun,  not fun at all)
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Overall, how much fun was it to call out the bully while investigating the cards?
(to measure the fun of the cards dividing element of the game scale 1-5 (or a-e) a lot of fun, 
fun, neither fun or not fun, not fun,  not fun at all) 

Overall, how much fun was it to check the history of the bully while investigating the cards?
(to measure the fun of the cards dividing element of the game scale 1-5 (or a-e) a lot of fun, 
fun, neither fun or not fun, not fun,  not fun at all)
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How much did you learn from the game?
(to measure the educational reach of the game) 
I learned a lot (Orange)
I learned a bit (Red)
I didn’t learn anything (Blue)
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Overall, how difficult was it to divide the bully cards from the non-bully cards in the cardwheel?
(to find the overall difficulty of the game, scale of 1--5, very difficult, difficult, not difficult or easy, easy, 
very easy)

Overall, how difficult was it to find out if a card was a bully?
(to find the overall difficulty of the game, scale of 1--5, very difficult, difficult, not difficult or 
easy, easy, very easy)
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Overall, how often were you confused while playing the game?
(to find the overall accessibility of the game, scale of 1-5, very often confused, often confused, 
sometimes confused, not often confused, never confused

What did you learn while playing the game?
(open question to find out what answer comes up the most)

1. The distinction between bullying and meanness is not always clear / Alleged bullying does not 
always mean it badly.

2. Cyberbullying is broad and can occur in a wide variety of situations.
3.  To recognize what is bullying and what is not. 
4. Not much, since I work in the field myself. 
5. Above all, it suggested to me again that you cannot interpret everything on the Internet correctly at 

first glance …

It was clear what the score of the results screen means
(to make sure the player understands and receives the feedback, scale 1-5: very clear, clear, neither 
clear or unclear, unclear, very unclear)
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What does the feedback you got mean?
(open question to find out if the player understands and receives the feedback needed)
1. (After consultation with you guys) The number of people who are on my platform. 
2. What feedback?

Is there anything you wanted to do, but couldn’t?
(open question to find opportunities for the game) 
1. Choices of messages. 
2. deselect my selection so I could see all three cards again 
3. Enter answers yourself. 
4. Formulate messages yourself 
5. After the chat, press the Call out button.

How would you describe the game to your friends or family?
(open question, making sure the goal of the game is clear) 
1. A “WhatsApp-Message-Bully-Find-Simulator”. 
2. The aim of the game is to distinguish bullies from non-bullies. different postings and comments 

have to be assessed and sorted. 
3. The game helps you to divide comments on the Internet into well-meaning and “malicious” 

statements. 
4. You have to find out if certain statements are cyberbullying. Filter comments via “social media” 

and confront or report people. 
5. it was about finding out whether something was bullying or not

User accessibility:
How often did you not understand, or go stuck in the game, and didn’t know what to do?
(To measure accessibility problems in the game, by asking how often they got stuck)
a. 0 (Blue)
b. 1-2 (Red)
c. 2-4 (Orange)
d. 5 or higher (Green)
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What is your opinion on the helpfulness of Abbot the AI helper?
(to find accessibility problems with the AI buddy scale 1-5 very helpful to very unhelpful)
1. very helpful (purple)
2. helpful (Green)
3. neither helpful or unhelpful (orange)
4. unhelpful (Red)
5. very unhelpful (Blue)

How often did you click on Abbot for help?
a. 0 (Blue)
b. 1-2 (Red)
c. 2-4 (Orange)
d. 5 or higher (Green)
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How often did you not understand what you needed to do?
( to find accessibility problems in the game, scale 1-5 very often, often, sometimes, rarely, never)

How often did you not understand where you needed to click?
( to find accessibility problems in the game, scale 1-5 very often, often, sometimes, rarely, never)
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How helpful is the use of emojis in the game? 
(to find accessibility problems in the game on a more specific subject scale 1-5 very helpful to very 
unhelpful)
1. very helpful (Purple)
2. helpful (Green)
3. neither helpful or unhelpful (Orange)
4. unhelpful (Red)
5. very unhelpful (Blue)

What did you think of the amount of text you need to read in the game?
(to find accessibility problems about the text  in the game) 
1. I had no trouble reading the text (Green)
2. I had no trouble reading the text, but it took a lot of time to read (Orange)
3. I had trouble reading the text (Red)
4. I couldn’t read the text (Blue)
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Art/visuals:

Did any art in the game distract you from your tasks?
(to find accessibility problems in the game because of the art (multiple clicking options)) 
1. moving visuals
2. the multiple cards in the investigation stack
3. the colors (1 answer)
4. the characters
5. the animations (1 Answer)
6. other (...) (No 1 answer)

On a scale of 1 to 5, how helpful were the added icons in the game?
(to find accessibility problems in the game because of the art)  1. very unhelpful to 5. very helpful
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What do you think about adding sounds to the game? Is this more engaging, or rather distracting?
(to find opportunities for the game)
scale of 1-5 very distracting to very engaging

What do you think about adding visual effects like particles and animations to the game?
(to find opportunities for the game)
scale of 1-5 very distracting to very engaging
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